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Abstract
A survey of acoustic devices for focusing airborne sound is presented. We introduce a new
approach to design high quality acoustic lenses based on arrays of cylindrical rigid scatterers in
air. A population based stochastic search algorithm is used in conjunction with the multiple
scattering theory to optimize a cluster of cylinders that focuses the sound in a prefixed focal point.
Various lenses of different sized clusters, for different frequencies and with different focal lengths are
presented. In general three focusing phenomena are remarked, focusing due to refraction, diffraction
and focusing due to multiple scattering. The dependency on the frequency of the incident sound and
the focal distance is analyzed indicating that higher frequencies and smaller focal distances favour
larger amplifications in thin lenses based on multiple scattering. Furthermore, the robustness of
a designed acoustic lens is studied, examining the focusing effect against errors in the cylinders’
positions and their radius.
PACS numbers: 43.20.+g,43.90.+v,45.10.Db
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sonic crystals (SCs) are materials consisting of periodic distributions of acoustic scatterers
in air. The periodicity in these materials give rise to sonic band gaps, a range of frequencies
for which sound propagation is forbidden inside the crystal for some (pseudo gap) or all (full
gap) wave vectors. These stop bands have induced various application proposals such as
sound shields and acoustic filters2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13. Recently, the properties of SCs in the
low frequency region, where the dispersion relation is linear, have also been of interest for
device applications14,15,16,17. For these frequencies the SC behaves as a homogeneous medium
with an acoustic impedance larger than air. This property has allowed the construction of
two refractive devices, a convergent lens and an acoustic interferometer15. On one hand, a
comprehensive study of acoustic interferometers has been reported by some of us14. On the
other hand, various works16,17,18,19,20 have been published about focusing sound and image
formation in the light of the seminal work by Cervera et al.15. Different SC lenses have
been proposed and a discussion has aroused about whether refraction or diffraction is the
dominant mechanism for focalization17,20. Focusing sound can also be obtained by using
time-reversal techniques21,22, but the discussion of these techniques is out of the scope of the
present work.
The goal of this paper is to answer the following question: Which is the optimal SC
structure that acts as an acoustic lens focusing the sound at a predetermined focal distance?
From this point of view we will discuss what is the physics that control the focusing process
in several acoustic lenses, which were optimized for different frequencies and focal distances.
Our approach to the problem consists in using a population based stochastic search algo-
rithm, specifically a genetic algorithm (GA)23 in conjunction with the multiple scattering
theory (MST)24. This approach has been previously used by us to design a spot-size con-
verter in the field of two-dimensional photonic crystals25. GAs have been proved to be very
efficient, especially in optimization problems having a large set of discrete parameters. To
speed-up the stochastic search, here we have implemented a symmetric multiple scatter-
ing theory (SMST) that decreases the calculation time needed for predicting the scattered
acoustic wave from a symmetric system.
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II. METHOD OF CALCULATION
A. Genetic Algorithm
Evolutionary computation is a family of algorithms that are related with the optimization
process used by nature itself, the evolution. The evolution is very powerful in adapting
individuals to a given environment, and is able to tackle enormous complex problems with
fairly simple means. Throughout generations the individuals’ chromosomes (the genotypes)
are mixed and new individuals with different characteristics are born. Those individuals
that adapt better to the environment have the best chance of survival and hence give birth
to more offspring creating a new generation more fit for survival than the previous one.
We here use one of the most popular algorithms from this family, a simple-GA, introduced
by Holland23. The GAs are population based stochastic search algorithms normally used to
solve discrete problems. Their functionality is based on their ability to find small parts of
the individual (the solution) that reflects a good quality in the result, these fractions are
called building blocks (BBs). In other words, the GA creates, mixes and finally uses these
BBs to build a global optimal solution. Unfortunately this goal is not always met. If the
global optimum consists of large sized BBs, the GA will have problems of constructing them
because high-order BBs are very difficult to grow. These problems are referred to as GA-
hard problems26. Nevertheless, this is not of great concern here since this work concentrates
on the method itself and not on the algorithm. At this point, we are pleased by finding good
solutions within the boundaries of the optimal.
The simple-GA works with three operators; selection, crossover and mutation that are
iteratively applied to a population of individuals. The selection operator culls the population
selecting better solutions over worse for mating. The mating act, which is directed by the
crossover operator, mixes and constructs the BBs from two or more individuals creating new
offspring. The mutation operator makes it possible for the offspring to possess new BBs that
none of the parents have and is applied before passing into the next generation (i.e., the
next iteration). The individual is represented by a chromosome (a digital string) that is put
together by a number of binary genes coding the genotype. Each gene corresponds to one
specific part of the phenotype and the corresponding value of the gene is called allele. The
genotype represents one and only one phenotype that here is a cluster of rigid cylinders.
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Our goal is to find which cluster focuses the sound most efficiently in a fixed predetermined
focal point, under a chosen constrain or boundary condition. This cluster of cylinders can
be seen as a transparent acoustic lens device. To quantitatively judge the quality of such a
device, a real number is assigned to each cluster. This number is referred to as the fitness
of the solution and is here calculated as the pressure in the focus if not mentioned others.
One lens is better than another if its fitness is superior
To predict the fitness we need to calculate the scattered pressure field from a cluster of
cylindrical scatterers. We here apply the Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) that earlier has
been used by some of us with good agreement between theory and experiments14. Because
the search space of the problem is very large, the GA needs to calculate the fitness for
numerous individuals before converging. For example, a genotype with 50 one-bit genes
could represent up to ∼ 1015 different phenotypes. Thankfully the GA does not get near
this number of fitness calculations, but it is crucial to do the fitness calculation as fast
as possible. In order to speed up the fitness calculation, we apply a simple symmetric
condition on the space of solutions. The scattered pressure field from a symmetric system
has a mirrored symmetry with respect to the central axis. In other words, the field scattered
from a cylinder off the symmetry axis is identical, only mirror reversed, as the field scattered
from its symmetric associate. This means if using MST a lot of computational resources
will be used to calculate the same scattered field twice for almost every cylinders in the
symmetric cluster. By including this mirror symmetry in the MST the fitness calculation
and the GA search are considerably accelerated.
B. Symmetric Multiple Scattering Theory
The complete self-consistent procedure including all order of multiple scattering28 that
follows the seminal work of Twersky24 has been reported by Chen and Ye13 to study the
transmission spectra of large structures. The SMST trimmed to handle symmetric systems
will be introduced below.
Consider a cluster of N scatterers located at the positions
−→
R β (β = 1, 2, ..., N), all placed
above or on the symmetry axis (the x-axis in Fig. 1). The complete symmetric crystal is
represented if each cylinder placed off the x -axis is copied and placed at the same x -position
and with the same, but negative, y coordinate. All cylinders placed below the symmetry
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axis are indicated with a “+” in the index (see α+ in Fig. 1).
If a symmetric external wave P extsym with temporal dependence e
−iωt impinges the cluster,
the total field around the cylinder α is a superposition of the external field and the radiation
scattered by the cluster:
Pα(x, y) = P
ext
sym(x, y) +
N∑
α6=β
(
P scattβ (x, y) + (1− δy)P
scatt
β+ (x, y)
)
, (1)
where δy = 0 if yβ 6= 0, and δy = 1 if yβ = 0. P
scatt
β and P
scatt
β+ is the field scattered by
cylinder β and its mirror image β+ respectively.
These four fields can be expanded into series Bessel functions. The total incident wave
to the α cylinder, which consists of a superposition of the external incident wave and the
scattered waves from all the other cylinders in the cluster, is expressed in terms of the Bessel
function of the first kind as
Pα(x, y) =
∞∑
l=−∞
(Bα)lJl(rακ)e
ilθα (2)
where κ is the wavenumber calculated as κ = c
ω
, where c is the sound velocity in air, i.e.
340 m/s.
The external incident plane wave, impinging to cylinder α follows the same expansion
principle but with the multipole coefficients (Sα)l. The scattered waves from cylinder β and
β+ are expressed in a series of outgoing Hankel functions rather than regular wave functions:
P scattβ (x, y) =
∞∑
l=−∞
(Aβ)lHl(rβκ)e
ilθβ (3)
Using the multipole coefficients (Bα)l , (Sα)l, (Aβ)l and (Aβ+)l for Pα, P
ext
α , P
scatt
β and
P scattβ+ respectively, the expression above can be cast into the following relation between
coefficients:
(Bα)l = (Sα)l +
N∑
β=1
l′=∞∑
l′=−∞
(
(Gβα)ll′ (Aβ)l′ + (1− δy) (Gβ+α)ll′ (Aβ+)l′
)
(4)
Gβα and Gβ+α being the propagator from cylinder β and β
+ to α respectively, whose
components are
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(Gβα)ll′ = (1− δαβ) e
i(l′−l)θβαH
(1)
l′−l(κrβα) (5)
(Gβ+α)ll′ = (1− δy) e
i(l′−l)θ
β+αH
(1)
l′−l(κrβ+α)
where δαβ is the Kronecker delta.
Notice that the coefficients Sα are known, but Bα , Aβ and Aβ+ are not. The boundary
conditions at a rigid cylinders surface states that the normal pressure gradient equals zero.
This equation relates Bα with Aβ and the symmetric condition relates Aβ with Aβ+ . The
rigid cylinder approximation has been demonstrated to reproduce fairly well experiments
made of hollow aluminum cylinders14. Now the transition matrix can be calculated and
gives the proper transformation of the total incident field to cylinder α expressed by the Bβ
coefficients, to the scattered field expressed using the Aα coefficients:
(tα)ll′ =
Jl−1 (κrα)− Jl+1 (κrα)
H
(1)
l+1 (κrα)−H
(1)
l−1 (κrα)
δll′ (6)
,and the mirror symmetry (θβ+ = −θβ , rβ+ = rβ) relates Aβ and Aβ+
Pα+ =
l′=∞∑
l′=−∞
(Aβ+)l′ Hl′ (κrβ+) e
il′θ
β+ =
l′=∞∑
l′=−∞
(Aβ)l′ Hl′ (κrβ+) e
il′(−θ
β+
) =
l′=∞
=
∑
l′=−∞
(Aβ)−l′ H−l′ (κrβ+) e
il′θ
β+ =
l′=∞∑
l′=−∞
(Aβ)−l′ (−)
l′Hl′ (κrβ+) e
il′θ
β+ (7)
(Aβ+)l′ = (Aβ)−l′ (−)
l′ (8)
Introducing the coefficients from Eq. 6 and 8 in Eq. 4 will result in
N∑
β=1
l′=∞∑
l′=−∞
(Aβ)l′
(
δαβδll′ − (tαGβα)ll′ + (−)
l′ (tαGβ+α)l−l′
)
= (tαSα)l (9)
By truncating the angular momentum within |l′| ≤ lmax, Eq. 9 reduces to a linear equation
where the dimension of the relevant matrix is N(2lmax + 1) × N(2lmax + 1). Note that N
is not the total number of cylinders, only the cylinders placed on or above the x -axis. For
a system of 100 cylinders truncated to lmax = 3, the CPU-time needed to calculate the A
coefficients is reduced by a factor of 4 by using the SMST instead of the standard MST. All
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results presented are calculated with lmax = 3.This approach is supported by the fact that
no error higher than 1% was observed in any of the following calculations of the pressure
field when including higher angular momentums in the series expansion. The coefficients in
the transfer matrix give a good estimation of the convergence of the method. Here, the most
significant matrix coefficient with an index higher than three is of the order ∼ 1 × 10−5.
In all optimization processes the angular momentum was truncated at lmax = 1 due to
computational resources. Since this will not guarantee that the simulated fitness is within
an proper error, a local search was later done with lmax = 3. The local search was done
using a GA with a much smaller population where one individual in the initial population
correspond to the one with maximal fitness in the search with lmax = 1. To confirm the
quality of this two-step method a GA-optimization was done using lmax = 3 directly, with
the result almost identical to the result received with the two-step optimization method, but
significantly more time consuming.
Figure 2 illustrates a typical GA-run using the SMST for designing an acoustic lens. The
problem is coded on 100 one-bit genes. As can be seen in the figure the algorithm has
converged after approximately 50,000 fitness calculations, this equals one 10−30th part of
the total number of phenotypes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Thick lenses
Guided by recent works15,16,17,19,20, where a discussion has aroused concerning the shape
of SCs devices for focusing sound, we will here as the first step in our study treat the problem
of finding the optimal shape of a SC cluster for different focal distances and for different
symmetry constrains.
Firstly the GA was implemented to find the optimal SC cluster, symmetric with respect
to both axes, that focuses the sound on the x-axis for a fixed focal distance. To do this, the
device’s genotype was implemented using 10 two-bit genes, where each gene corresponds to
a different layer in the cluster. The first gene on the chromosome corresponds to the central
layer at x = 0 and the four possible alleles of the gene (00, 01, 10, 11) code the width of
this layer, 20, 18, 16 or 14 cylinders respectively. This can be interpreted as (00) keeps
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the width (20 cylinders for x = 0), (01), (10) and (11) remove one, two and three cylinder
respectively, at each extreme (leaving the 18, 16 or 14 cylinders for x = 0). The next gene
on the chromosome follows this rule and is related to the two layers next to the central one.
Since the crystal is symmetric the same gene code both neighboring layers. Each following
gene on the chromosome relates to the next neighboring layer and the allele tells us if this
layer will decrease in width (01, 10, 11) or be kept constant (00) with respect to the previous
layer.
We have considered a hexagonal array of rigid cylinder with radius r = 2 cm and a lattice
constant a = 6.7 cm. Systems having these parameters have been studied earlier both
experimentally and theoretically in Refs.14,15,16,17. We also consider an incident sound plane
wave traveling in the positive x-direction at 1700 Hz . This wave is perfectly symmetric with
respect to the x -axis, which is the only criteria for using the SMST and it will be assumed as
incident wave in all the following calculations if not mentioned others. Four different lenses
for four different focal distances were designed using the GA. The same boundary conditions
were applied, i.e. the central layers maximal width is 20 cylinders and the maximum number
of layers equals 19 (18 layer off-axis plus the central layer on-axis). The results are shown
in Fig. 3, where the amplification [in decibels (dB)] was calculated as
P (dB) = 20 log
|P (xf , yf)|
|P0(xf , yf)|
, (10)
where (xf , yf) defines the focal point, and |P0| equals the pressure measured in free space
that here equals 1 for the plane wave.
The amplification in the optimized focal point for the four structures vary from 8.1 dB
to 8.6 dB. The highest gain was achieved for the smallest focal length. A noteworthy
observation is that the structure increases in width at the same time as the curvature of the
surface decrease with longer focal length, a similar characteristic that for optical lenses and
should be the case for homogenous refractive devices. This can be considered as a support
of the work presented in Refs.15 and16, i.e. the SC is seen as a homogeneous material and
the dominant effect in focalization is due to refraction. If comparing the designed structure
in Fig. 3c with the SC used in the experimental set-up in Ref.15 one can clearly observe a
close similarity in the curvature of the different surfaces.
The boundary conditions constraining the pool of solutions are very strong in this first
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approach simplifying the optimization process. Drawn by the determination to increase
the amplification of the device we lifted some of these constrains. Figure 4 shows three
different devices design by the GA to maximize the focalization at x = 1.05 m (the same
focal distance as in Fig. 3c). The upper crystal has the most restrictions and the lower
the least. This means that the number of possible solutions increases with the freedom of
the GA and results in a harder problem to solve. The device in Fig. 4a is the result from
a genotype including 10 three-bit genes, where each gene is related to the phenotype in a
similar way as earlier. Here the three–bit gene corresponds to eight different alleles that
directly code the number of cylinders in each layer; For the nine central layers in the crystal:
from 20 or 19 cylinders for the allele (000) down to 6 or 5 for (111); For the ten outer layers
(five to the left and five to the right) in the crystal: from 14 or 13 cylinders for the allele
(000) down to no cylinders for (111). The boundary condition is set in such a way that
the crystal from Fig. 3c is included in the search space and hence mark a minima for the
expected optimization result. The increase in the genotype size gives rise to an increase in
the total number of possible solutions from 220 (∼ 106) in Fig. 3c to 230 (∼ 109) in 4a. The
resulting device is of the same size as in Fig. 3c but now the crystal is not lens-shaped but
formed out of three thinner sections. As expected the amplification increases, from 8.1 dB
to 8.3 dB.
In the next modification of the boundary condition we leave the homogeneous SC cluster
and give freedom to the algorithm to introduce point-defects in the cluster. We here leave
the homogenization discussion and let the GA play with the complex procedure of multiple
scattering inside the cluster of scatterers, though the double symmetric condition still holds.
The genotype now equals 100 one-bit genes where each one-bit gene represents the presence
(1) or the absence (0) of one (x = 0 and y = 0), two (x = 0 or y = 0) or four (x 6= 0 and
y 6= 0) cylinder, due to the symmetry condition. The search space is increased from ∼ 109 to
2100 (∼ 1030) possible solutions and the optimized amplification is increased from 8.3 dB to
8.5 dB. Finally, in the last run, the symmetry with respect to the y-axis is removed and the
number of one-bit genes in the chromosome is increased to 200 which result in the gigantic
number of possible solution equal 2200 (∼ 1060). Fig. 4c shows that an enhancement of
sound focalization is obtained.
In principle, one would expect that giving more degrees of freedom in the inverse design
process and so increasing the search space will increase the quality in the result after the
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optimization, but this can be a misleading assumption. Even though the results presented
here follow this supposition, it is interesting to compare the results in Fig. 4a and Fig.
4b.The qualities differ only 0.2 dB while the total number of possible solutions increases
from ∼ 109 to ∼ 1030. Since the number of solutions increase exponentially (base 2) with
the size of the chromosome it is very important to define the genotype in a good way keeping
down the size of the problem and coding the BB in a way that minimizes their size. Here
we have kept the GA-parameters constant during the different runs. The result in general
can be enhanced trimming the GA-parameters to handle larger and harder problems. When
problems of this size need to be tackled, a more advanced algorithm should be at hand, e.g.
cGA (compaq GA), fmGA (fast messy GA), BOA (Bayesian Optimization Algorithm)27 that
are capable of dynamically finding larger sized BBs.
B. Thin Lenses with Flat Surfaces
1. Five Layers lenses
Following the path of the previous analysis we now continue our study using a reduced
SC framework consisting of five layers and 98 cylinders, compared to earlier nineteen layers
and 371 cylinders. The degree of freedom is set at the previous highest level using 50 two-bit
genes, each gene coding one cylinder. The four possible alleles of the gene are representing
three different radius of the cylinders; (01): 1cm, (10): r=1.5 cm and (11): r=2 cm and
(00): no cylinder present.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate eight different devices for focusing the sound at eight differ-
ent distances along the symmetry axis. These flat lenses represented by considerably few
cylinders is perfectly competitive with the thick lenses earlier presented (e.g. compare Fig.
4c. with Fig. 6c, two lenses with the same focal distance). Although the really impacting
results are for short focal lengths were the amplification reaches up to 10.3 dB. For longer
focal lengths presented in Fig. 6a homogenous cluster of cylinders, where no point defect is
present, can be observed as a central piece of the device. This cluster is more or less formed
as a trapezoid where the shorter of the two parallel sides always is closer to the focus. That
the cluster is homogeneous indicate that the focusing mechanism for this part is mostly due
to refraction or diffraction of the cluster. We can clearly see in Fig. 6e that for this large
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focal distance (2m) the flat lens, almost free of defects, works because of the diffraction at
the borders of the cluster and the focal-spot is almost completely lost.
Figure 7 displays the eight results put together in order to show how the amplification
decreases with an increase in the focal distance. This is a surprising result since lenses
working due to refraction and follow Lensmaker’s formula19, need to be very thick to achieve
high F-numbers. The F-number, calculated as the focal length divided by the diameter of
the lens, is for the structure in Fig. 5a ∼ 0.3/1.2 = 0.25 which is a very low number in
conventional optics. It is also much lower than the SC refractive lens device reported by
Cervera et al.15 and the optimized homogeneous cluster of cylinders in Fig. 3c, which have
a corresponding F-number close to one. One explanation for this is that the basic physics
of the functionality is different leaving the homogenization approach were the shape of the
lens is the controlling parameter, and instead using every single scatterer for bending the
sound towards the focus maximizing the amplification for the set frequency.
To see how the result holds for other frequencies, Fig. 8 shows the sound amplification
for eight different structures designed to maximize the pressure at the same focus (located
at x = 0.5 m on the symmetry axis) for eight different frequencies, from 300Hz to 1700Hz.
There is a peak in the frequency spectra confining the amplification for a small range of
frequencies near the optimized (indicated with a diamond symbol in the figure). In other
words, a GA lens designed to focus a given frequency is not robust against small variations
of the optimized frequency. A substantial decrease in the amplification for lower frequency
is also observed. This result is physically understood since for larger wavelength the cluster
of cylinders appear more homogeneous to the acoustic incident wave and the GA looses its
capability of controlling and directing the incident acoustic wave towards the focus using
single scatterers.
The previous result motivated the following question: Can we create a device that amplify
the sound equally over a wide range of frequencies? This inverse problem can be solved by
modifying the fitness function in such a way to include this condition in its definition. In
what follows, we will see how to design a device working in the range from 1000 Hz to 2000
Hz. Thus, we have selected 6 frequencies in the range and have modify the fitness function
in the optimization process accordingly. A word of caution, a homogenous amplification
over the frequency spectra is not guaranteed if the average pressure of the six frequencies is
simply used as the fitness for the device. To meet the homogeneous amplification criterion
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one has to include the standard deviation of the six measurements. The fitness is then
calculated using the following expression
fitness = p (1− sα) , (11)
where
p =
∑
i |p(υi)|
N
, s =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(|p(υi)| − p)
2 , (12)
and α is a positive constant. Other alternative fitness functions could be equally used.
By multiplying the average pressure with one minus the standard deviation we will end
up with device that will not only max out the pressure at the focus but will have similar
amplification for all six frequencies. The α−constant is a factor that controls the strength of
the second condition. The time needed to calculate this design is six times greater since the
SMST is called six times for each fitness evaluation, one time for each frequency. The inset
of Fig. 8 shows the resulting device for α = 4. The corresponding amplification spectrum
(circles) demonstrated that the maximal amplification is lowered from 8 dB to 4 dB, but a
relative smooth amplification is accomplished in the requested range.
2. Nine layers lenses
To improve the results achieved for the 5 layers flat lenses we increased the number of
cylinders in the SC structure. Figure 9 plots the amplification for six different GA-designed
9 layers lenses with different focal distances. In order to compare with the previous results
for thinner lenses, four extra layers were added to the left of the SC structure; in this way
the distance between the last layer and the focus is held constant. The comparison of Figs. 7
and 9 shows that an enhancement of approximately 2-3 dB in the amplification is obtained
when introducing the extra rows of cylinders. This result gives an indication that very
efficient lenses can be designed by increasing the number of scatterers.
The multifrequency focalization device was also designed with 9 layers thick clusters. The
resulting device is shown in Fig. 10 together with its amplification in the range 1000 Hz-2000
Hz. Notice that an enhancement in the amplification of ∼ 1−2 dB is obtained in comparison
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with the 5-layers thick device. Even if the six frequencies have a very leveled amplification
we can observe oscillations in the spectra between the optimized frequencies used in the
fitness function. These oscillations could be eliminated by including more frequencies in the
GA optimization.
Some characteristics are remarkable when the multifrequency lenses having 5 and 9 layers
are compared (see Figs. 8 and 10) . First of all, the central parts of the devices are similar.
They are of triangular shape with one edge directed at the focus and does not contain any
point defects. This gives an indication that a crystalline cluster, free from point defects,
gives rise to amplifications in a broader frequency range. And secondly, the first layers (i.e.,
the ones that impinges the sound first) of the central cluster mostly contain the cylinders
having smaller radius while the triangular cluster is mostly made of the thickest cylinders.
This characteristic results in a lower reflectance at the interface and, consequently, the
transmission across the cluster is enhanced.
C. Robustness
An issue of crucial interest is to know if the designed device is robust against changes
of its parameters, such as fluctuations in the radius of the cylinders or small displacements
of their position in the lattice. It has earlier been shown16 that the focalization of sound
using homogenous 2D SC clusters depends on the displacement of the cylinders. Here we
analyzed, as a typical example, the lens shown in Fig. 5c, a flat 5 layer lens having the focus
at x=0.5 m for an impinging wave of 1700Hz.
Table I shows that the amplification decreases when the error in the cylinders’ radius
increases. The amplification is calculated for five different degrees of relative error, from 3%
to 60%. Twenty structures was generated and the maximal, minimal, mean and standard
deviation of these is printed out in the table. For small errors we surprisingly have a small
raise in the amplification for some structures and for a relative error of 60% we still have
solutions that conserve 100% of the pressure in the focus, but a mean value of 69% for the
20 structures is calculated.
The other important issue is the sensibility of the design to changes in the cylinders’
positions. Table II gives the amplification for five different levels of random displacements
in the lattice. The cylinders are randomly moved from their original position in the lattice
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with the relative error as 1% to 15% of the lattice parameter. The quality of the device
shows a rather high robustness since more than 90% of the amplitude of the pressure in the
focus is conserved for a relative displacement of 12% with respect to the lattice parameter.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work we have examined how to solve the inverse problem of designing acous-
tic lenses for airborne sound by using an optimization algorithm together with a multiple
scattering theory. We have introduced a symmetric multiple scattering method to speed
up the search of solutions. We have presented different devices; e.g. thick lenses based on
refractive effects and flat lenses based on multiple scattering phenomenon. Two lenses with
flat surfaces were also designed to focus multifrequency sound waves in the range 1 kHz to
2 kHz. The robustness were also studied against either small variations of the cylinders’
radius as well as displacements of their positions. We hope that these predictions motivated
future experimental work that confirm the simulations. Let us stress that the procedures
here introduced can be employed to design efficient sound shields, sound filters to a prede-
termined range of frequency, and many others acoustic devices for airborne sound. Also,
its application in the range of ultrasounds seems very promising to get improved ultrasonic
devices.
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∆r/r(%) Max Min Mean S.d.
3 1.01 0.99 1.00 <0.01
6 1.02 0.97 0.99 0.01
12 1.06 0.95 0.99 0.02
20 1.02 0.88 0.95 0.04
40 0.97 0.65 0.84 0.08
60 1.00 0.11 0.69 0.18
TABLE I: Robustness of the lens in Fig. 5c against errors (∆r) of the cylinders’ radius r. Twenty
random structures were calculated to do a statistical representation. The columns are (from left
to right); The relative error with respect to the cylinders’ radius; The maximum amplification
among the 20 calculated; The minimal amplification; The mean value; The standard deviation. All
expressed as parts of the amplification for the perfect structure (8.3 dB).
FIG. 1: Schematic diagram showing a symmetric configuration of cylinders. The x-axis is the
symmetry axis and the coordinates used in the SMST are shown in the figure. The symmetric
cylinders are marked with a ’+’ super index.
FIG. 3: (color) (left panels) Four thick SC-lenses designed for 1700 Hz and different focal distances:
(a) 0.65 m, (b) 0.85 m, (c) 1.05 m, and (d) 1.25 m. (right panels) Sound amplification in dB. The
color scale used goes from blue (attenuation or dB less than 0) to green (low aplification) to red
(high amplification). The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated in each plot.
FIG. 2: Diagram showing that the Genetic Algorithm converges for this 100 one-bit genes problem.
The curves (corresponding scale on the left y-axis) correspond to the maximum (a) and averaged
(b) fitness of the population. The grey bars (corresponding scale on the right y-axis) correspond to
the standard deviation of the genotypes in the population and the black bars indicate the change in
the genotype when a new maximum is found. The standard deviation is measured as the difference
in the binary digit string corresponding to a chromosome.
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∆(−→r −
−→
r′ )/a (%) Max Min Mean S.d.
1 1.01 1.00 1.00 0.00
3 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.01
6 1.00 0.95 0.98 0.01
9 1.00 0.90 0.95 0.02
12 0.97 0.85 0.92 0.03
15 0.95 0.79 0.88 0.04
TABLE II: Robustness of the lens in Fig. 5c against errors (∆(−→r −
−→
r′ )) in the displcement of
the cylinder. Twenty random structures were calculated to do a statistical representation where
each cylinder was randomly placed within a circle, centered at the lattice point, with a radious
∆(−→r −
−→
r′ )/a. The columns are (from left to right); The relative error with respect to the lattice
parameter; The maximum amplification among the 20 calculated; The minimal amplification; The
mean value; The standard deviation. All expressed as parts of the amplification for the perfect
structure (8.3 dB).
FIG. 4: (Left panels) Three thick SC-lenses designed to focus the sound at x = 1.05m with
three different symmetry conditions (see text). The symmetry constrain is hardest for (a) and
successively lifted for (b) and (c). (right panels) Sound amplification in dB. The color scale used
goes from blue (attenuation or dB less than 0) to green (low aplification) to red (high amplification).
The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated in each plot.
FIG. 5: (color) (Left panels) Four flat acoustic lenses, 5-layers-thick, designed for 1700 Hz and for
four different focal distances a) 0.3 m, b) 0.4 m, c) 0.5 m and d) 0.7 m. Three different cylinder
radius are used in the corresponding clusters: 1 cm, 1.5 cm, and 2 cm. (Right panels) Sound
amplification in dB. The color scale used goes from blue (attenuation or dB less than 0) to green
(low aplification) to red (high amplification). The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated
in each plot.
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FIG. 6: (color) (Left panels) Four flat acoustic lenses, 5-layers-thick, designed for 1700Hz and for
four different focal distances a) 0.9 m, b) 1.1 m, c) 1.3 m and d) 2.0 m. Three different cylinder
radius are used in the cluster; 1 cm, 1.5 cm and 2 cm . (Right panels) Sound amplification in dB.
The color scale used goes from blue (attenuation or dB less than 0) to green (low aplification) to
red (high amplification). The maximum amplification in the focus is indicated in each plot.
FIG. 7: Sound amplification along the symmetry axis (y=0) for 5-layers-thick lenses designed to
focus the sound at a given focal distance, see inset. Eight different acoustic lenses designed for
1700 Hz are shown. Three different cylinder radiuses are used in the corresponding lens; 1 cm, 1.5
cm, and 2 cm. The diamonds mark the x -coordinate used in the fitness calculation in the GA-run.
FIG. 8: Sound amplification (in dB) as a function of frequency for lenses designed to focus the
sound at position x=0.5 on symmetry axis. (right panel) The continuous lines show the behavior of
eight different lenses, each one designed to focus the sound of a given frequency, which is indicated
by a diamond symbol. The circles shows the behavior of an acoustic lens designed to focus a
sound wave having any frequency in the range from 1000 Hz to 2000 Hz. The full circles mark the
frequencies used in the fitness calculation (see Eq. (11)) (left panel) The acoustic lens, which is
made of three different sized cylinders (r=1 cm, r=1.5 cm and r=2 cm).
FIG. 9: Sound amplificacion along the axis of symmetry for 9-layers-thick lenses. Eight acoustic
lenses designed for 1700Hz are shown. The symbol on each curve marks the focal distance used in
the fitness calculation in the GA and correspond to the distants in the inset.fig9b
FIG. 10: (right panel) Sound attenuation as a function of frequency for an acoustic lens designed
to focus the sound at position x = 0.5m on the symmetry axis for any frequency in the range from
1000 Hz to 2000 Hz. The black dots mark the frequencies νi used in the fitness calculation (see Eq.
(11)). (left panel) The corresponding structure which is made of three different sized cylinders;
r=1 cm, r=1.5 cm and r=2 cm.
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